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We studied the behaviour of polymer particles in a moving interface between

the nematic (N) and isotropic (I) phases of a nematic liquid crystal (LC). We

showed that the NI-interface is extended (E) and has a layered N-I-N structure

in the vertical cross-section of the sample; the wedge of the isotropic phase is

bounded by the nematic phase, which is limited by the cell substrates. The

minimum of the cell free energy defines the position of particles in the interface

region. We find that the preferable position of the particle is at the vertex of the

wedge formed by the isotropic phase. The particles are captured by the vertex

line and follow the interface when it moves.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Precise methods of manipulation and separation of tiny particles in liquids
are one of fascinating achievements of modern hi-tech. Similar bacterial
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species and alive cells can be separated by using dielectrophoretic effects
[1–3]. Combination of electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic forces allows
trapping and delicate manipulating DNA and polymer particles on planar
microelectrodes [4,5]. Effects of dielectric particles manipulation by an
electric field lie in a base of operation of e-papers and electrophoretic
displays [6,7].

Recently it was found that not only external electric forces but also a
boundary between two thermodynamically stable phases can effectively
organize and separate tiny particles. Slow evaporation of dispersion sol-
vent leads to perfectly organized colloid and photonic crystals [8,9].
Micro-particles can be effectively positioned and dragged by the bound-
ary between the liquid phases of different symmetry. We found drag
effect on colloidal particles by a moving interface between isotropic
and nematic phase of liquid crystal (LC) [10]. This effect is mainly
due to the surface tension effects and long-range distortions of the
director around the colloidal particle when it is in the nematic phase.
To minimize the director distortions, the nematic phase expels particles
into the isotropic phase and the moving interface accumulates particles.
We demonstrated that, depending on the speed of the interface move-
ment, particle size, and elastic properties of LC, one can move particles
of specified radius and control the spatial distribution of these particles
in the cell.

In the Reference [10] it was suggested that particles are dragged by a flat
interface between the nematic and isotropic phases. However, as was
shown by Oswald et al. [11], the moving interface has rather complicated,
extended, shape of a meniscus of nematic phase extended into isotropic
phase. Therefore, to study the drag on a particle, we shall consider interac-
tion of the particle not just with the flat NI-interface but rather with a com-
plex two-phase region – extended interface.

Here we report a first investigation of behaviour of small polymer parti-
cles in a moving extended NI-interface. We show that under typical experi-
mental conditions the extended NI-interface has a wedge-sandwich
structure, parameters of which control the drag of the particles.

2. EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments we mostly used the parallel cells with planarly or home-
otropicaly oriented LC 5CB. The planar alignment was provided by a
rubbed layer of polyimide PI2555 coating and the homeotropic alignment
was achieved by coating with polyimide Nissan 7511L.

Thickness of the cells, L, was 40 mm. In some experiments we also used
the wedged cells with the wedge angle �0.3� and the thickness in the
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range 0 � 100 mm. Spherical polystyrene particles were dispersed in the LC
in the isotropic phase in ultrasonic shaker. The diameter of the particles
was d ¼ 16 mm; their density, q ¼ 1.04 g=cm3, was slightly more than the
density of 5CB (q ¼ 1.007 g=cm3 [12]). The surface of the particles pro-
vided planar alignment of 5CB.

Sketch of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1. One end of the
cell was placed on a hot-stage which temperature was kept with the accu-
racy 0.05�C and could be changed with the step of 0.1�C=min. The other
end was put on a metal plate, kept at room temperature. The edges were
bonded to the hot-stage and metal plate by a thermo-conductive paste to
provide a homogenous thermal contact. By changing the temperature of
the hot-stage we were able to control the temperature gradient and change
the temperature along the long side of the cell. The characteristic tempera-
ture gradients over the cell were 20 � 30�C cm�1 . The speed of the tem-
perature changes at the hot stage was in the range 0 � 5�Cmin�1.
Changing the temperature of the hot stage resulted in moving the interface
between the isotropic and nematic phases with the speed, v ¼
0 � 25 mms�1. We observed behaviour of the particles at the moving inter-
face through the polarizing microscope.

FIGURE 1 Experiment set up.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical optical textures of the LC cell in the region of the transition
between the nematic and isotropic phases are presented in Figure 2a–c.
One can see that the areas of homogenous nematic and isotropic phases
are separated by a rather wide birefringent region – extended NI-interface.
The temperature and width of the extended interface depended on the

FIGURE 2 The textures of the extended interface. a) the NI-line is in focus at the

bulk of the LC; b) the first EI-line is in focus at the bottom substrate; c) the second

EI-line is in focus at the top substrate.
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speed of the interface movement. The width of the extended interface,
DTn�i, in the stationary state (v ¼ 0) was about 0.025�C which corre-
sponds to �9 mm in spatial units. The moving interface was much wider
and its width was increasing with the speed; at v ¼ 25 mm s�1 it was
DTn�i � 0.1�C (30 mm). From the side of the nematic phase, the extended
interface region was bound by a director distortion line (NE-line); the
boundary with the isotropic phase (EI-line) was not so distinguished. To
scan the structure of the extended interface, we moved the lens of the
microscope with the small sharpness deepness (�2 mm) perpendicular to
the cell plane and observed the textures through the cell thickness
(�40 mm). By this mean we found that the NE-line (Fig. 2a) was located
in the bulk of the LC cell and shifted from the middle line toward the bot-
tom substrate on several microns. We also found two EI-lines; one EI-line
was located at the bottom substrate (Fig. 2b), and the other one – on
the top substrate (Fig. 2c). These lines were located at different distance
from the NE-line.

In most part of the interface a homogeneous structure with the optical
axis in a plane parallel to the rubbing direction was observed (Fig. 3a).
The birefringence of this region decreases towards the boundary with
isotropic phase. Next to the NE-line we found a region that looked bright
between crossed polarizers on the background of the remaining, dark inter-
face (Fig. 3b). We concluded that, in this region, the optical axis twists,
escaping the plane parallel to the rubbing direction. The value of twist
angle was not well reproduced and lay between 45–90�.

FIGURE 3 Snap shot of N=I interface moving across in a planar cell when cooling

speed of hotstage is 5�=min. The orientations of the polarizer (P) and the analyzer

(A) are marked by the white arrows. The direction of the rubbing of the cell sub-

strates is parallel to the horizontal side of the pictures.
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The observations above allowed us to propose a model of the
extended interface and reconstruct its structure. A nematic-isotropic
transition is a weak 1st-order transition, and the presence of impurities
results in temperature region, DTn�i, of coexisting of nematic and iso-
tropic phases [13–15]. Value of DTn�i is proportional to the density of
impurities in LC and can be rather wide (0.1–1deg) (Fig. 4). A change
of the temperature in the two-phase region results in redistribution of
volumes Vnem, Viso, of nematic (N) and isotropic (I) phases due to
redistribution of impurity concentrations between the phases. The vol-
ume of the isotropic phase grows with the temperature at the expense
of nematic phase. The ratio Vnem=Viso changes with temperature accord-
ing to the level rule:

Vnem

Viso

¼ ciso � ctotal

ctotal � cnem

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
; ð1Þ

where, ciso, cnem, are the equilibrium impurity densities of isotropic and
nematic phase, and ctotal ¼ cisoþ cnem. Because the nematic phase wets
the polyimide surface better than the isotropic one, a slow entrance to

FIGURE 4 Phase diagram of impurity nematic LC. The values DT and DC deter-

mine the shift of the operation point (T0, ctotal) at heating and changes of impurity

concentration, respectively.
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the region of the coexistence of nematic and isotropic phases resulted in
a sandwich N-I-N structure [15,16]. According to the level rule, the thick-
ness of the isotropic layer increases with temperature. Therefore, in zero
approximation the extended interface should have a wedge shape in
temperature gradient; the wedge of the isotropic phase is bounded by
the nematic phase, limited by the cell substrates (insertion at Fig. 5).
While the interface moves, the steady distribution of the concentration
of impurities between nematic and isotropic phases is disturbed resulting
in broadening of the extended interface.

The described simple picture does not take into account the elasticity of
LC. The shape of the interface is defined by the minimum of the interface
energy, which depends on the director alignment at the interface. As was
shown by Faetti [17], a degenerated conic alignment of 5CB with the tilt
angle h ¼ 26.5� and rather strong anchoring energy (W � 10�3 erg cm�2),
is realised at the NI-boundary. It causes deformations of the director in
the extended interface which is most strong at the vertex of the isotropic
wedge. It is reasonable to suggest that in order to minimize these deforma-
tions, the interface bends nearby of the vertex, adapting to the planar

FIGURE 5 The Structure of the extended interface.
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boundary conditions at the cell boundaries and at the interface itself,
minimizing the director deformations. Therefore, the structure of extended
interface has a meniscus shape (Fig. 5), similar to reported by Oswald [11].
The vertex of the meniscus forms the sharp NE-line at the middle of the
cell. The deformation of the director and optical retardation in the vicinity
of the EI-lines are much less that result in their indistinctive look. A slight
asymmetry of the shape of the extended interface is a consequence of the
weak temperature gradient in the plane perpendicular to the cell
substrates.

The orientation of the director in the most part of the extended inter-
face is determined by the direction of rubbing,~eerub. The azimuthal turn of
the director from ~eerub nearby of the NE-line (the azimuthally oriented
area) can be explained by the effect of the geometrical anchoring. As
was shown by Lavrentovich [18], in the general case of nonparallel
bounding, a particular value of the azimuthal orientation of LC may be
energetically preferable, that is our case. Indeed, nearby the NE-line the
LC is placed between two highly tilted aligning surfaces – the rigid
substrate surface and the liquid NI-surface. As was said before, the rigid
substrate imposes a planar alignment to LC and the NI-surface provides a
degenerated conic alignment of LC with h ¼ 26.5�. According to [18], in
this geometry, at zero anchoring and at the angle between bonded sur-
faces, c > h, the surfaces tilt leads to the director turn out from ~eerub in
azimuthal direction. Since the order parameter of nematic phase in the
extended interface is minimal, it is reasonable to suggest that the anchor-
ing is very weak in our case. Therefore, the tilt between NI-surface and
cell substrates is more than 26.5� in the azimuthally oriented area and
c � 26.5� at the border of this area.

The moving interface dragged the particles dispersed in the LC. Behav-
iour of the particles inside of the interface was rather complicated; it
strongly depended on the speed of the interface and on the sign of the tem-
perature change (cooling or heating).

In the case of the hot-stage cooling, the interface passed toward the
hot-stage and met the particles from the side of the IE-lines. At the high
speed of the interface movement (vint � 18 mm=s) the interface did not
affect the particles position that is the drag effect was not observed.
At vint � 18 mm=s the particles did not move till they are at the definite
distance, dcr (around half of the interface extent) from the NE-line. By
achieving this distance, the particles were attracted by the NE-line, e.g.,
the particles moved to the NE-line much faster than the interface passes
by in opposite direction. Finally, the particles were captured by NE-line
and moved together with this line toward the hot-stage. At a very low
speed (vint � 3 mm=s) the particles were attracted by the NE-line but
they are not captured by the line; after touching the line, the particles
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bounced back to the interface and attracted to the NE-line again.
This process repeated again and again; it looked like the NE-line
dribbles the particles.

At the heating of the hot-stage, the interface moved away from the hot-
stage and the particles met it from the side of the NE-lines. In this case the
particles were attracted by the NE-line being at the distance comparable
with their diameter. At vint � 4 mm=s the particles were captured by the
NE-line and moved together. At vint � 4 mm=s the NE-line was passing by
the particles.

Reach dynamics of particles close to the moving interface is partially
connected to the complex interaction of a single particle with the interface.
To calculate the trajectory of a moving particle in a nematic with a
non-uniform director field is a challenging task, even if we omit the hydro-
dynamic effects. When we have two different phases and a complex N-I-N-
structure the problem is much more difficult to solve, even numerically.
Here we present only some qualitative explanations of the experimental
results.

First, we consider the situation when the particle is in the isotropic
phase and the nematic phase moves towards it (hot-stage cooling). Since
qpart > qLC, the particle is usually located close to the bottom substrate.
Therefore, it first meets the interface somewhere close to the EI-line.
There the interface captures the particle, because the free energy of
the system has a minimum when the particle is at the interface [to be
published]. In addition, elastic forces expel the particle from the nematic
phase, towards the isotropic phase. These forces are directed normal to
the interface, and, since the interface is tilted with respect to the sub-
strates, there is a component of the force pushing the particle to the edge
of the isotropic meniscus (NE-line). Moreover, next to the NE-line we
have the strongest deformations of the director, even with possible topo-
logical defects at that point [11]. Since the particle tries to occupy the
space with the maximal distortions of the director, in order to minimize
the elastic energy of the director deformations [19], there is an additional
contribution to the force pushing the particle towards the NE-line.
Finally, the particle settles at the NE-line and follows it while it moves
together with the interface.

To summarize, our experiments show how reach and complicated is the
behaviour of a particle in a moving NI-interface. It is influenced by the
shape and speed of the interface and by the director distribution close to
the isotropic meniscus. The director orientation, in turn, depends on its
anchoring at the interface and cell substrates, as well as on the shape
and speed of the interface. Determination of the factors, which control
the particle movement, is necessary to develop precise methods of particles
and spacers manipulation in LC suspensions.
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